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Abstract

The article presents issues related to the reliability of power supply for electronic security devices in intelligent buildings. These systems function under varied environmental conditions and are exposed to external or internal natural and artificial interference; lightning, in particular. The authors conducted actual experimental tests of two surge arresters that are used to protect against a lightning impulse. As a result of conducted tests, followed by reliability and operational modelling, it was concluded that their use in internal connection structures increased the probability of a system staying in a state of full fitness. All of the deliberations included in the article enabled developing a new method for assessing the power supply continuity in electronic security systems of intelligent buildings, taking into account external natural interference. This method can also be applied to assess the power supply continuity in other electronic systems and devices.
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1. Introduction

The development of technical systems for managing the I&C of buildings and electronic security systems (ESS) [1-3] (e.g., closed-circuit television (CCTV), fire alarm systems (FAS), audio warning systems (AWS), intrusion detection systems (IDS), access control systems (ACS), etc.) entails increasing miniaturization and “clustering” of elements in given modules within these technical structures [4]. Individual ESS functional components require less and less supply power for their correct functioning. Such a manner of protecting ESS systems during a power failure requires smaller capacities of batteries treated as backup power sources (especially in rail transport, where the issue of ensuring passenger safety is vital [5-8]). ESS is supplied via a power line downstream a fire switch, while the FAS upstream of this device, due to the role of this system in ensuring building security (Fig. 1) [9,10]. The FAS power supply is always provided from before the fire switch, as shown in Fig. 1. This allows the entire security system to function even in the event of a fire. During the initial period of the fire, the
officer in charge of the fire extinguishing operation has the ability to view all the technical status of the elements and devices installed in the FAS on the FAC panel. The power supply in all FAS is provided by the FAC, where there is a dedicated power supply generating a voltage of ±24 V. This voltage value is safe for all people involved in firefighting.

However, the application of such technical solutions in electronic building management systems leads to the amount of energy needed to disrupt or even damage individual elements or devices within these systems is decreasing. This is why, taking into account electromagnetic compatibility and determining the resistance, strength and susceptibility of individual elements and devices to conducted and radiated interference is an important issue, already at the ESS design stage [11-13]. The efficient operation of all technical systems in modern intelligent buildings is ensured by the following management systems:

- **BMS (Building Management System)** – system for managing all technical functions of a building – including a power supply subsystem, electricity control and comfort – e.g., air-conditioning,
- **SMS (Security Management System)** – system for managing all electronic security systems of a building – CCTV [14], FAS [15,16], IDS, ACS, etc.,
- **BMCS (Building Management and Control System)** is a global building management and control system that integrates BMS and SMS. Its objective is collecting and analysing information from the entire facility (e.g., Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC), as well as the exchange of data between all cooperating subsystems [17,18],

The use of integrated systems enables efficient management of the safety and user comfort associated with a given building.

Overvoltage occurring in power lines supplying electronic management systems inside intelligent building may be caused by [21-23]:

- power line switching activities – the so-called internal overvoltage propagating in HV (highest voltage), MV (medium voltage) and LV (low voltage) power lines,
associated with e.g., high inertia of control devices, deactivation of short-circuits through fuses or activation/deactivation of consumers – e.g., capacitor banks or unloaded high-power motors and transformers – oscillatory nature of the overvoltage, and the interference range from 50 [Hz] to several [kHz], the interference frequency band is a function of – capacity, device load nature – Fig. 2, 3 (overvoltage graphs are presented for four external transformer stations supplied with 30 [kV] from a power grid),

- lightning discharges – external overvoltage, with a random interference level (amplitude),

- internal overvoltage associated with the so-called static electricity, which has always accompanied humans – users of a given building in the era of using various artificial materials – e.g., PVC (polyvinyl chloride) carpets or flooring. Short-circuit isolators are used in detection loops of fire alarm systems (FAS). In this device, the supply voltage is comparable to the reference voltage developed in this insulator. In the event of a short circuit, the supply voltage of all elements connected to the detection loop changes, e.g. detectors, modules, manual fire alarms, etc. Then, the electronic system of the short circuit isolator turns on the keying transistor. The detection loop is cut off on one side and power is supplied from the fire alarm control panel (FAC) on the other side. This gives us continuity of operation because only the section of the loop where the short circuit occurs is disabled. Short-circuit isolators are only used in FAS when using detection loops connected to the FAC, which is then the power source.

Peak overvoltage values for these three cases may be significantly higher than, e.g., permissible insulation strength of electronic devices or elements, e.g., in an SMS system. This is why it is necessary to use adequate protective devices – internal within a building or external, e.g., on power lines.

Fig. 2. Number of overvoltages in building power supply systems. 230 V/50 [Hz] voltage, phase L1, 350–400 [V] overvoltages for four power stations X, Y, Z and W (own study – building ESS power supply at various switching stations).

Fig. 3. Number of overvoltages in the 230 [V] / 50 [Hz] mains for phase L1, station W for individual days of the week (own study – building ESS power supply at various switching stations), legend: 1. max. disturbances in the power grid recorded in the first week of observation, 2. max. disturbances in the power grid recorded in the next week of observation.
So far, the publications known to the authors usually concentrated on overvoltage protections and their application in power grids. They include the work [24], the authors of which analysed normative and technical requirements regarding lightning protection systems. This stems from the fact that there is a need to apply additional protections against direct lightning strikes. They also compared overvoltage protection devices for low-voltage power grids. The conducted scientific deliberations enabled suggesting rational structural solutions and operational recommendations.

A large group of publications contains discussions on renewable energy sources (RES) and their cooperation with a power system [25-29]. Energy produced by wind and PV farms is transferred to distribution grids [30], while there can be adverse phenomena that reduce the reliability of a power system as a whole. This was presented in the study [31]. The basic source of energy for all electronic security systems is the generally available industrial power grid. In the event of damage to the above-mentioned power source, power is supplied from a battery bank, the capacity of which is determined separately for each case of use of these systems. In the case of using security systems in critical infrastructure facilities, an additional backup power source may be a generator or a UPS device. The conducted analysis enabled to draw a conclusion that current security systems utilize one group of settings that becomes ineffective with increasing level of distributed energy resource (DER) penetration. Therefore, the authors proposed the application of adaptive overcurrent protections.

Also [32] contains discussions on lightning and overvoltage protection both in large ground-based PV power plants, as well as small roof-mounted photovoltaic systems. It describes the fundamentals of lightning protection and the requirements for overvoltage protection. The author is right to state that despite so many solutions, there is still a need for the further introduction of modern solutions in this field. Also, the authors of [33] discussed the functioning of photovoltaic systems and suggested modifying the strategy of system switching.

A similar approach was presented in [34], where the authors elaborated on increasing system reliability by using active superconducting fault-current limiters (SFCL). The conducted simulation confirmed the justification behind applying such solutions.

Protection systems were analysed in terms of reliability also in [35]. The article reviews the development of a power reliability scheme, which distinguishes between the power reliability characteristics of different DC protection diagrams.

An essential issue in the course of determining protections in power systems is designing protection systems adequately. Deliberations in this respect are included in [36]. The authors reviewed various optimization methodologies, which enables selecting proper solutions for coordinating protection devices.

Despite so many studies in the field of lightning and overvoltage protection solutions, there are no studies aimed directly at modelling and assessing the power supply continuity in electronic security systems of intelligent buildings, taking into account external high-altitude natural interference. This is why the authors of this article conducted tests in this regard.

2. The issue of protection against external overvoltages

External overvoltage caused by lightning are particularly dangerous due to the high peak amplitudes of interference signals up to 100 [kA] and more, short rise time (rise rate) up to 100 [kA/µs] and short duration τ [37,38]. Lightning discharges close and directly into building lightning protection system rods can cause induction of high overvoltages in the receiving circuit loops of the power and ICT systems, buses or SMS system detection circuits, able to damage such equipment – Fig. 4.

The following values characterizing lightning current are required to evaluate the risk of lightning discharge damage in the case of electronic security systems:

- peak value \(- I_m\),
- maximum pulse rise rate \(S = \frac{di_p}{dt}\)_{max},
- load carried by surge current \(Q = \int i_pdt\),
- energy - pulse square pulse \(W = \int i^2_p dt\) (energy dissipated per \(R = 1[\Omega]\)).

In order to mathematically describe time waveforms I and successive ground lightning discharges, the equation described by the following relationship is used:

\[
I(t) = k_i I_{m}[\exp(-\alpha t) - \exp(-\beta t)]
\]  

where: \(I_m\) – maximum current; \(k_i\) – correction factor, \(\alpha, \beta\) - factors specifying leading edge duration and time to half-peak.

In such a case, the discharge current spectrum can be
expressed by the equation:

$$I(w) = k_1I_m\left(\frac{1}{\alpha + jw} - \frac{1}{\beta + jw}\right) = \frac{k_1I_m(\beta - \alpha)}{(\alpha + jw)(\beta + jw)}$$  \hspace{2cm} (2)

The source literature contains numerous relationships describing discharge current waveforms constructed based on Heidler’s formula – expression:

$$i(t) = \frac{i_m}{\eta} \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_2}\right) (1 + \frac{t}{\tau_1})^N$$  \hspace{2cm} (3)

where: $2 \leq N \leq 10$, whereas the correction factor $\eta$ is determined by the relationship:

$$\eta = \exp\left[-\left(\frac{1}{\tau_2}\right)(N\frac{\tau}{\tau_1})^1\right]$$  \hspace{2cm} (4)

Tab. 1. Values of factors found in the equation describing ground discharge current.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEC model for ground discharge current - formulas (3, 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correction factor</td>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay time factor</td>
<td>$\tau_1$</td>
<td>µs</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>3.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay time factor</td>
<td>$\tau_2$</td>
<td>µs</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>66.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. value moment</td>
<td>$t_{peak}$</td>
<td>µs</td>
<td>31.44</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6.1687</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Lightning discharges close and direct into the rods of the building lightning protection system, where: $I_w$ – lightning discharge current value.

The overvoltage pulse value in electronic security systems depends on the environment surrounding the system devices – inside or outside of a protected facility. In order to evaluate the environment to which elements are ESS elements and devices are exposed, its following properties should be taken into account:

- factors associated with the area – facility with installed ESS,
- ESS exposure to the impact of lightning discharges – external or internal system elements and devices – cameras, sensors, perimeter building security, circuits, loops, or buses located within the building [39,40],
- technical and environmental conditions pertaining inside or outside of a given building due to existing solutions: earth electrodes, screening, ICT and teletechnical systems receiving circuit loops, ESS detection circuits or loops,
In the course of conducting a spectral analysis of a lightning discharge pulse waveform, it can be concluded that the band up to several dozen [kHz] accumulates most energy of the primary discharge:
- approximately 80% of the total pulse energy is contained below 1 [kHz],
- approximately 99.5% of the total energy pulse energy is contained in the band up to 10 [kHz],
- approximately 99.6% of the total primary channel discharge energy is contained in the band up to 100 [kHz] – Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. Lightning discharge spectrum for a 100 [kA], 1/200 [µs] waveform.](image)

Lightning discharge pulse for conducting a spectral analysis was described by the waveform according to Heidler’s formula:

\[
i(t) = \frac{I_w}{\eta} \frac{(t/\tau_1)^\eta \exp(-t/\tau_1)}{1 + (t/\tau_1)^\eta \exp(-t/\tau_1)} = \frac{I_w}{\exp\left(\frac{\eta}{\tau_1}\right) \left(\frac{t}{\tau_1}\right)^\eta \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_1}\right)}\]

(5)

The following primary discharge current parameters were adopted to calculate the lightning discharge pulse spectrum, as per the model developed by IEC (for N = 10): \(I_{w\max} = 100 \text{ [kA]}\), pulse leading edge time \(t_w = 10 \text{ [µs]}\); time to half-peak on surge wave tail \(t_p = 350 \text{ [µs]}\). The values of other waveform parameters determined by equation (5) are shown in Table 2.

Tab. 2. Primary waveform parameters for a 100 [kA], 10/350[µs] lightning discharge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>correction factor (\eta)</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>0.93</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fall time coefficient (\tau_1)</td>
<td>µs</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fall time coefficient (\tau_2)</td>
<td>µs</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measure for total energy within a pulsation band \(0 \leq \omega \leq \omega_g\) is the quotient that can be calculated through the expression (6).

\[
W_z / W = \frac{\int_{0}^{\omega} |I(\omega)|^2 d\omega}{\int_{0}^{\infty} |I(\omega)|^2 d\omega}
\]

(6)

where: \(\omega_g\) – upper limit frequency (pulsation) of a lightning discharge pulse, \(I(\omega)\) – discharge current amplitude for individual pulse harmonics.

Reducing the pulse leading edge rise duration and the time to half-peak of the lightning discharge pulse waveform automatically increases the bandwidth occupied by the entire signal spectrum. The values of these parameters impact the shape of separate signal spectrum fragments. The time to half-peak of a lightning discharge pulse determines the spectrum shape for relatively low frequencies (in the order of several dozen [kHz]), while the leading-edge duration determines the spectrum shape for a higher frequency range. When considering the propagation of electromagnetic waves originating from a lightning pulse, within an area with used ESS, one should take into account two propagation centres, where interference signals propagate:
- free space – propagation of an interfering electromagnetic wave associated with the lightning pulse depends on the frequency and components of this signal spectrum;
- propagation on an interfering electromagnetic wave inside buildings and building partitions – take into account the damping (screening) of such partitions, which is a function depending on the frequency and power of the signal associated with a lightning discharge pulse. 

Screening of an interfering electromagnetic field, especially for interference induced through walls and building partitions [41,42], is an effect particularly known for the range of higher frequencies and electric field intensity components \(E\) for the range of low frequencies. Lightning protection rod arranged much less frequently than rebars lead to reduced electromagnetic field inside buildings with utilized ESS. The achieved screening effects may be characterized using technical parameters associated with screening effectiveness \(S_E, S_H\) (values related to electromagnetic field components, component \(E[V/m], H[A/m]\)). Fig. 6 shows the impact of various lightning protection net mesh size dimension on screening – electric field intensity \(E\) and magnetic field intensity \(H\).

![Intensity waveforms: a) magnetic field intensity \(H\), b) electric field intensity \(E\) within a building with installed ESS, for different mesh sizes of the lightning protection net, upon induction with a two-component discharge pulse with the parameters of 20 [kA], 2/25 [µs], where: maximum current value \(I_{max} = 20\) [kA], \(t_c = 2\) [µs] pulse leading edge duration, \(t_p = 25\) [µs] time to half-peak.](image)

The basic parameters of aperiodic primary channel discharge current pulse are determined for waveforms as shown in Fig. 7.

![Basic aperiodic pulse parameters – primary channel discharge current, where: \(I_{max}\) – maximum discharge current pulse, \(t_c\) – pulse leading edge duration, \(t_p\) – discharge pulse time to half-peak, \(t_n\) – discharge pulse rise time, \(t_{cz}\) – discharge pulse leading edge duration, \(t_p\) – discharge pulse duration.](image)
Arrangement diagram of protecting ESS against lightning discharge pulses in power supply lines and external circuits (e.g., sensors, signalling devices, antennas, detection circuits, etc.) reaching the Alarm Control Panel (ACP) is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Organization of ESS protection against lightning discharge pulses.

The peak value of overvoltage pulses in ESS depends on the environment where individual system devices or elements are installed. When assessing such an environment, the following should be taken into account:

- factors associated with the properties of the area where the ESS is installed, namely:
  - discharge surface density – developed maps,
  - resistivity of the soil on which a given building is set,
  - type of buildings in the vicinity of the protected facility, e.g., train station.
- degree of ESS exposure to lightning discharges:
  - probability of a lightning discharge pulse hitting the protected building,
  - method of laying power cables, detection circuits and loops for the building ESS,
  - method of laying power and signal cables reaching the protected building,
  - probability of a lightning discharge pulse hitting in close proximity to the building,
  - technical utilities around the protected building, e.g., buried metal reinforcement elements, rains, cable screens, etc.
- conditions inducted within the facilities protected by ESS:
  - method of earthing and supplying ESS devices and elements [43,44];
  - rules for routing and laying signal or power cables,
  - the use of elements protecting against lightning discharge pulses – external or power lines or internal on detection circuits.

Lightning protection effectiveness for a building with installed ESS can be defined as the probability for a protective device, including lightning protection, surge arresters in power lines, detection circuits and railway traction systems, e.g., horn gaps – located every 600 [m] or 1200 [m] to absorb surge energy, preventing damage to the protected facility or given circuits. There are four protection levels, which correspond to different basic lightning current parameters. The protection level can also be defined in words, with such terms as “basic protection”, “strict protection” and “special protection” used in such a case.

Fig. 9 shows simplified solutions in terms of powering ESS, and other electrical devices operated within a given building. ESS devices and elements are always supplied from separate electric circuits protected by a fuse.

The source literature assumes estimating that a risk of damaging modern ESS devices and systems may occur event at 1.5 [km] from the primary lightning discharge pulse channel.
The standard “IEC 61662:1995 Assessment of the Risk of Damage Due to Lightning” evaluates the risk of damage to electronic devices and systems at a distance of 500 [m] from the location of a lightning strike – lightning discharge pulse.

Overvoltage in a supply line for an ESS used within a building involves various possibilities of an electric shock – inducing a state of full or partial unfitness of a given system. Due to the parameters of interfering pulses propagating within power systems or detection circuits and loops, ESS can be exposed to conducted shock, inductive or capacitive coupling and electromagnetic radiation. There can also be a combination of different electromagnetic impacts for various frequency bands – low, average, or high, conducted electric shock – pulses in power lines, as well as, e.g., capacitive coupling and (or) radiation. The availability time $T_D$ that may occur during the impact of a lightning discharge pulse, when it is still possible to counteract a given shock, is a function that depends on overvoltage protections within the power line, as well as interference propagation paths to the outside or inside a facility.

For the case of a conducted interference in a building protected by an ESS, there are four protection categories with different limit voltages, which is shown in Fig. 9. In the event of an overvoltage pulse, individual protection degrees lead to reduced overvoltage amplitude that propagates along the power line. The interference amplitude originating from the overvoltage pulse is limited after being absorbed by individual “thresholds”. Some of the pulse energy is absorbed by existing limitation degrees. The use of four different ESS protection degrees leads to the availability time $T_D$ within a system always greater than in the case of, e.g., using an arrester only on the power supply line.

Fig. 9. Solution of the method for supplying ESS and other electric devices stored within a given building, where: $o_{1a}, o_{2a}, \ldots, o_{na}$; $o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_n$ – internal power lines (WLZ), $\Theta$ – coefficient of lightning discharge pulse impact on electric devices and elements, including ESS.
3. Testing surge arresters

Surge arresters, among others, are used in order to protect electronic security systems against the impact of external natural interference. This is why the authors tested them.

A diagram of a test bench for studying the electric surge immunity of PW-2-32 and PW-S surge arresters is shown in Fig. 10. The waveform of electric surge pulses at the generator output was generated in accordance with standard PN-EN 61000-4-5:2014 that applies testing various surge arresters used in actual systems [45]. Fig. 11 shows the rating plates of the arresters subject to the electric surge immunity test. Arrester rating plates contain basic technical data related to their use in power lines or systems.

A PW-S surge arrester is used to protect devices powered with \( \leq 230 \text{ V AC} \), while a PW-2-32 is used for devices supplied with \( \leq 24 \text{ V DC} \). The laboratory bench shown in Fig. 10 consists of a “surge” type pulse generator and pulse measuring equipment, i.e., an oscilloscope and an HV measuring probe. The measuring equipment has valid accredited calibration certificates that confirm the current metrological status.

A coupling–decoupling network with a resistance of 40 \([\Omega]\) and a capacitance of 0.5 \([\mu \text{F}]\) is used to study a PW-2-32 surge arrester. The network is serially coupled to a pulse generator. The internal resistance of the generator is 2 \([\Omega]\). Testing the immunity to electric surges is conducted in accordance with standard PN-EN 61000-4-5:2014. It is recommended for an EUT to be located at a distance of approx. 0.5 [m] from the generator and placed on a non-metal, 0.1 [m] high insulating base. The connecting cables cannot be laid on the reference ground, where the pulse generator is positioned.

Fig. 10. Test bench for studying electric surge immunity of a PW-2-32 and PW-S surge arrester.

Fig. 11. Rating plates for studied surge arresters: a) PW-2-32, b) PW-S.
Fig. 12 shows an electric surge pulse at the generator output, in accordance with PN-EN 61000-4-5:2014 standard. The pulse reaches its maximum amplitude $U = 2.015$ [kV], after $t = 60$ [$\mu$s] reaches a value equal to zero, however the generator exhibits an oscillatory waveform – negative value appears, which after $t = 120$ [$\mu$s] reaches a maximum amplitude $U = 0.936$ [kV]. At the surge arrester input (Fig. 13) and after passing the forming systems, the pulse reaches an amplitude $U = 387.35$ [V], the rear pulse edge reaches $U = 36$ [V] after $t = 37.5$ [$\mu$s]. Fig. 14 shows an electric surge pulse after leaving an unloaded PW-2-32 surge arrester, for an exposure value of $+2$ [kV]. The maximum limited voltage value is $U = 38$ [V] and is maintained on the element (arrester) for $\Delta t = 33$ [$\mu$s]. On the element output, after $\Delta t = 39$ [$\mu$s] – voltage limitation is equal to zero.

![Fig. 12. Electric surge pulse at the generator output, in accordance with standard PN-EN 61000-4-5:2014.](image1)

![Fig. 13. Electric surge pulse at the input of a PW-2-32 surge arrester, exposure value $+2$ [kV].](image2)
Fig. 14. Electric surge pulse at the input of an unloaded PW-2-32 surge arrester, exposure value +2 [kV].

Fig. 15. Electric surge pulse at the input of a PW-2-32 surge arrester with a load of 50 [Ω], exposure value +2 [kV].
Fig. 14 and 15 shows electric surge pulses at the input of a PW-2-32 surge arrester that is unloaded (Fig. 14), and with a 50 [Ω] load (Fig. 15) for a constant exposure value of +2 [kV]. The presented graphs clearly indicate the impact of load resistance on the waveform of a surge pulse after passing through an arrester. The pulse duration $t_p$, duration for a constant pulse amplitude and the pulse decay – fall time are changed. The waveform parameters for electric surge pulse at the output of a PW-2-32 surge arrester, with a 50 [Ω] load and unloaded, is included in Table 3.

Tab. 3. Comparison of waveform parameters for electric surge pulse at the output of a PW-2-32 surge arrester, with a 50 [Ω] load and unloaded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arrester with a 50 Ω load</th>
<th>Arrester without load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time parameters [μs]</td>
<td>Pulse duration for a constant amplitude value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse decay – fall time</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse amplitude [V]</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loading a PW-2-32 surge arrester with a resistance of 50 [Ω] leads to reduced pulse duration for a constant amplitude value, and changes the system’s time constant. However, the pulse decay – fall time is reduced for an unloaded system – lower time constant in the system – almost twofold. Pulse amplitude value is at a constant level equal to 38 [V].

Fig. 16-19 shows electric surge pulses at the output of the generator and out of a PW-S surge arrester that is unloaded (Fig. 18) and with a 50 [Ω] load (Fig. 19), for a constant exposure value of 4 [kV].

Fig. 16. Electric surge pulse at the generator output, in accordance with standard PN-EN 61000-4-5:2014, exposure value +4 [kV].
Fig. 17. Electric surge pulse at the input of a PW-S surge arrester, exposure value 4 [kV].

Fig. 18. Electric surge pulse at the output of an unloaded PW-S surge arrester, exposure value 4 [kV].
The presented graphs clearly indicate the impact of load resistance on the waveform of a surge pulse after passing through an arrester. The \( t_i \) pulse duration is changed.

Comparison of electric surge pulse waveforms on the output of a PW-S surge arrester with and without a 50 \( [\Omega] \) load are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Arrester with a 50 ( [\Omega] ) load</th>
<th>Arrester without load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time parameters</td>
<td>[µs]</td>
<td>Pulse duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse amplitude</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse amplitude increment ( [AV w V] )</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loading a PW-S surge arrester with a resistance of 50 \( [\Omega] \) leads to reduced pulse duration. The output pulse waveform experiences an increase in the pulse amplitude \( \Delta V \), which depends on the load.

4. Reliability and operational analysis of the power supply in electronic security systems of intelligent buildings taking into account external natural interference

The operating process of the aforementioned systems involves interference in the operation of such devices or elements (e.g., sensors) that can cause the occurrence of four various operating states, which are a function of the amplitude of such interference – intended or unintended, internal or external (stationary or mobile). The following system operating states can be distinguished:

- state \( S_{PB} \) – interference amplitude (level) is low, all systems are functioning correctly,
- state \( S_{ZB1} \) – interference amplitude (level) is high, however elements fitted in systems and devices automatically eliminate, e.g., voltages through the used electronic elements or passive filters, as well as active or existing screening,
- state \( S_{ZB2} \) – interference amplitude (level) is high, system(s) pass from the state of \( S_{PB} \) or \( S_{ZB1} \) to a state of partial unfitness – \( S_{ZB2} \), restoration of fitness states requires intervention of ARC maintenance or service personnel,
- state $S_B$ – interference amplitude (level) is very high – e.g., atmospheric overvoltage or one associated with commutation in a power grid or a power line short-circuit – management systems within an intelligent system pass into an unfitness state $S_B$. Restoring the state of full or partial fitness requires intervention of the ARC maintenance or service personnel.

Fig. 20 shows a graph of transition for an event of ESS hit by a lightning pulse.

Intensities of transition $\lambda_{ZB1}$, $\lambda_{ZB2}$, $\lambda_{B1}$, $\lambda_{B2}$, $\mu_{B0}$ and $\mu_{B1}$ depend on, among others, the effectiveness of applied solutions that ensure adequate overvoltage protection.

The system shown in Fig. 20 can be described by the following Chapman–Kolmogorov equations:

$$R_0'(t) = -\lambda_{ZB1} \cdot R_0(t) + \mu_{PZ1} \cdot Q_{ZB1}(t) - \lambda_{ZB2} \cdot R_0(t) + \mu_{PZ2} \cdot Q_{ZB2}(t) - \mu_{B1} \cdot R_0(t) + \mu_{B2} \cdot Q_B(t)$$

Designations in Fig.:

- $R_0(t)$ – probability function of the system staying in the state of full fitness $S_{PZ}$.
- $Q_{ZB1}$ – the probability function of a system staying in a state of partial fitness I $S_{ZB1}$.
- $Q_{ZB2}$ – the probability function of a system staying in a state of partial fitness II $S_{ZB2}$.
- $Q_B(t)$ – the probability function of a system staying in a state of unfitness $S_B$.
- $\lambda_{ZB1}$ – intensities of transition from a state of full fitness $S_{PZ}$ to partial fitness I $S_{ZB1}$.
- $\lambda_{ZB2}$ – intensities of transition from a state of full fitness $S_{PZ}$ to partial fitness II $S_{ZB2}$.
- $\mu_{PZ1}$ – intensities of transition from a state of partial fitness I $S_{ZB1}$ to full fitness $S_{PZ}$.
- $\mu_{PZ2}$ – intensities of transition from a state of partial fitness II $S_{ZB2}$ to full fitness $S_{PZ}$.
- $\mu_{B0}$ – intensities of transition from a state of partial fitness I $S_{ZB1}$ to partial fitness II $S_{ZB2}$.
- $\mu_{B1}$ – intensities of transition from a state of full fitness $S_{PZ}$ to unfitness $S_B$.
- $\mu_{B2}$ – intensities of transition from a state of unfitness $S_B$ to full fitness $S_{PZ}$.

Fig. 20. ESS relations in terms of reliability and operation.
\[Q'_{ZB1}(t) = \lambda_{ZB1} \cdot R_0(t) - \mu_{PP2} \cdot Q_{ZB1}(t) - \lambda_{B1} \cdot Q_{ZB1}(t) - \mu_{B0} \cdot Q_{ZB1}(t)\]
\[Q'_{ZB2}(t) = \lambda_{ZB2} \cdot R_0(t) - \mu_{PP2} \cdot Q_{ZB2}(t) - \lambda_{B2} \cdot Q_{ZB2}(t) + \mu_{B0} \cdot Q_{ZB1}(t)\]
\[Q'_B(t) = \lambda_{B1} \cdot Q_{ZB1}(t) + \lambda_{B2} \cdot Q_{ZB2}(t) + \mu_{B1} \cdot R_0(t) - \mu_{B2} \cdot Q_{B}(t)\]

Assuming the baseline conditions:

\[R_0(0) = 1, \quad Q_{ZB1}(0) = Q_{ZB2}(0) = Q_B(0) = 0\]

and applying the Laplace transform, the following system of linear equations is obtained:

\[s \cdot R'_0(s) - 1 = -\lambda_{ZB1} \cdot R'_0(s) + \mu_{PP2} \cdot Q'_ZB1(s) - \lambda_{ZB2} \cdot R'_ZB1(s) + \mu_{PP2} \cdot \lambda_{ZB2} \cdot R'_ZB1(s) - \mu_{B1} \cdot R'_0(s) + \mu_{B2} \cdot \lambda_{ZB1} \cdot R'_ZB1(s)\]
\[s \cdot Q'_ZB1(s) = \lambda_{ZB1} \cdot R'_0(s) - \mu_{PP2} \cdot Q'_ZB1(s) - \lambda_{B1} \cdot Q'_ZB1(s) - \mu_{B0} \cdot Q'_ZB1(s)\]
\[s \cdot Q'_ZB2(s) = \lambda_{ZB2} \cdot R'_0(s) - \mu_{PP2} \cdot Q'_ZB2(s) - \lambda_{B2} \cdot Q'_ZB2(s) + \mu_{B0} \cdot Q'_ZB1(s)\]
\[s \cdot Q'_B(s) = \lambda_{B1} \cdot Q'_ZB1(s) + \lambda_{B2} \cdot Q'_ZB2(s) + \mu_{B1} \cdot R'_0(s) - \mu_{B2} \cdot Q'_B(s)\]

Transforming it, a record in the schematic view is obtained:

\[R'_0(s) = \frac{b_1 \cdot b_2 \cdot c}{b_1 \cdot b_2 \cdot \mu_{B1} \cdot \mu_{ZB2} - a \cdot b_1 \cdot b_2 \cdot c + b_1 \cdot c \cdot \lambda_{ZB1} \cdot \mu_{PP2} + b_1 \cdot \lambda_{ZB1} \cdot \mu_{PP2} + \mu_{B0} \cdot \lambda_{ZB1} \cdot \mu_{PP2} + \mu_{B0} \cdot \lambda_{ZB2} \cdot \lambda_{ZB1}}{b_1 \cdot b_2 \cdot \mu_{B1} \cdot \mu_{ZB2} - a \cdot b_1 \cdot b_2 \cdot c + b_2 \cdot c \cdot \lambda_{ZB1} \cdot \mu_{PP2} + b_1 \cdot \lambda_{ZB1} \cdot \mu_{PP2} + \mu_{B0} \cdot \lambda_{ZB1} \cdot \mu_{PP2} + \mu_{B0} \cdot \lambda_{ZB2} \cdot \lambda_{ZB1}}\]

The authors conducted computer-aided calculations enabling the determination of the probability for a system staying in the state of full fitness. Such a procedure is shown in the following example.

**Example**

Let us assume the following values describing the analysed system:

- research duration – 1 year (the value of this time is given in the units as hours [h]): \( t = 8760 \ [h] \)
- intensity of transitions from a state of full fitness to partial fitness I \( \lambda_{ZB1} = 0.000001 \ [1/\text{h}] \)
- intensity of transitions from a state of full fitness to partial fitness II \( \lambda_{ZB2} = 0.0000001 \ [1/\text{h}] \)
- intensity of transitions from a state of partial fitness I to unfitness \( \lambda_{B1} = 0.0000001 \ [1/\text{h}] \)
- intensity of transitions from a state of partial fitness II to unfitness \( \lambda_{B2} = 0.0000001 \ [1/\text{h}] \)
- intensity of transitions from a state of full fitness to unfitness \( \mu_{B1} = 0.00000001 \ [1/\text{h}] \)
- intensity of transitions from a state of partial fitness I to full fitness II \( \mu_{B2} = 0.001 \ [1/\text{h}] \)
- intensity of transitions from a state of unfitness to full fitness \( \mu_B = 0.00000001 \ [1/\text{h}] \)

By conducting further mathematical analysis, we obtain relationships, which allow calculating the probabilities of a system staying in states of full fitness \( S_{ZB} \), partial fitness \( S_{ZB1} \) and \( S_{ZB2} \), and unfitness \( S_B \).

5. **Modelling a reliability and operational process for the power supply continuity in electronic security systems of intelligent buildings taking into account external natural interference**

Simulation and computer methods make it possible to determine the impact of changes in the indicators specifying the effectiveness of applies overvoltage protection solutions on the readiness of the entire system [46-51].

The authors conducted computer-aided calculations enabling the determination of the probability for a system staying in the state of full fitness.
fitness $\mu_{PZ1}$: $\mu_{PZ1} = 0, 1 \left\lfloor \frac{1}{5} \right\rfloor$

- intensity of transitions from a state of partial fitness II to full fitness $\mu_{PZ2}$: $\mu_{PZ2} = 0, 2 \left\lfloor \frac{1}{5} \right\rfloor$

The following is obtained for the above input values, using the equation (10):

$$R_t(s) = 1,10011 \cdot 10^{-4} \cdot s + 1 \cdot 10^{-4} \cdot s \mu_{PZ2} + 1.1 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot s^{2} \cdot \mu_{PZ1} +$$
$$+ 1 \cdot 10^{-2} \cdot s^{3} \cdot \mu_{PZ2} + 1,00011 \cdot 10^{-2} \cdot s^{2} + 1 \cdot 10^{-1} \cdot s +$$
$$+ 1,0001 \cdot 10^{0} \cdot s^{0} \cdot \mu_{PZ2} + 1,000011 \cdot 10^{0} \cdot s^{0} \cdot \mu_{PZ1} +$$
$$+ 1 \cdot 10^{-1} \cdot s^{1} \cdot \mu_{PZ2} + 1 \cdot 10^{0} \cdot s^{0} \cdot \mu_{PZ1} + 1 \cdot 10^{-1} \cdot s +$$
$$+ 1 \cdot 10^{-2} \cdot s^{1} \cdot \mu_{PZ2} + 1 \cdot 10^{0} \cdot s^{0} \cdot \mu_{PZ1} + 1 \cdot 10^{-1} \cdot s +$$
$$+ 1 \cdot 10^{-2} \cdot s^{1} \cdot \mu_{PZ2} + 1 \cdot 10^{0} \cdot s^{0} \cdot \mu_{PZ1} + 1 \cdot 10^{-1} \cdot s +$$

As a result of transformations, we obtain:

$$R_0(t) = 0,000001 \cdot e^{-0,014} \cdot 5,000004171 \cdot 10^{-7} \cdot e^{-0,2000011 \cdot t} + 0,0000099986 \cdot e^{-0,1000011 \cdot t} + 0,99998849$$

As a final result, we get: $R_0 = 0,9999985$

The presented reliability and operational analysis of the system enables a numerical evaluation of various types of overvoltage protection solutions. This enables their rational implementation in order to minimize the impact of interference on system operation.

6. Conclusions

Electronic security systems used to improve the security level for people and property operate under varying environmental conditions. They are exposed to, among others, the impact of external and internal natural and artificial interference, which pose a significant threat to their correct operation. This is why elements or devices are used to ensure adequate overvoltage protection. They enable reducing the negative impact of external and internal interference on the operation of electronic devices, which has been confirmed in actual tests conducted by the authors. The conducted reliability and operational modelling confirmed the legitimacy of applying overvoltage protection.

Comprehensive scientific deliberations and the conducted actual tests enable developing an original method for assessing the power supply continuity in electronic security systems of intelligent buildings, taking into account external and internal natural or artificial interference (e.g., short-circuit in power lines, uncoupling a high-power electric motor from the mains). This method can be applied to evaluate power supply continuity also for other electronic devices. The considerations presented in the research paper allow a numerical evaluation of various solutions (technical and organizational ones) that can be used in order to mitigate the impact of external and internal natural interference on the functioning of electronic devices. This facilitates a rational implementation of overvoltage protections. In the course of further research involving this issue, the authors plan an analysis that enables assessing the effectiveness degree of the overvoltage protections of other elements and devices.
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